Physical Activity
Information Sheet
Walking: Small Steps, Big Results
There are countless ways to be active.
According to the American Heart
Association, walking has the lowest dropout
rate of them all! It’s the simplest positive
change you can make to improve your heart
health.
Research has shown that walking at least 30
minutes a day can help you:
• Reduce your risk of coronary heart disease
and stroke
• Improve your blood pressure, blood sugar
levels and blood lipid profile
• Maintain your body weight and lower the
risk of obesity
• Enhance your mental well-being
• Reduce your risk of osteoporosis
• Reduce your risk of breast and colon
cancer
• Reduce your risk of non-insulin dependent
(type 2) diabetes¹

Step It Up! The Surgeon
General’s Call to Action to
Promote Walking and
Walkable Communities
The Surgeon General wants Americans to
walk more. Step It Up! encourages
communities to provide safe and convenient
places to walk and wheelchair roll — and
create a culture that supports these activities
for people of all ages and abilities.
Walking does not require special skills, gym
space or expensive equipment, and is easy
to maintain as part of a physically active
lifestyle. Most people are able to walk and
many people with disabilities are able to walk
or move with assistive devices, such as
wheelchairs or walkers.²
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How much activity is good for you?
Just like eating a nutritious diet, being active and maintaining strong muscles are key to staying
healthy and maintaining a good quality of life. Now, this does not require daily trips to the gym. You
can benefit from sneaking small amounts of movement into your daily activities. Do something that’s
moderate in intensity—like brisk walking—for at least 30 minutes a day, 5 or more days a week. It’s
okay to break up the 30 minutes into 10-minute segments.

Daily Dose of Activity






Plant or tend a small garden
Take the stairs instead of the elevator
Park at the far end of the parking lot
when going to the store or an
appointment
Sweep your sidewalk






Walk down every aisle when grocery
shopping
Invite a friend to join you window
shopping
Walk your dog to the corner and back
Lift soup cans while watching your
favorite television show

Stress can negatively affect all aspects of health and nature walking with a group of friends
could be a way to put your mind at ease.

Walk Your Stress Away
in Nature

Word Scramble Answers

Did you know…that by age 50, your feet carried
you (on average) 75,000 miles? No wonder
those dogs bark! If your feet are aching or
feeling tired, do this simple exercise to help
invigorate them: Find a comfortable seat and roll
a golf ball or tennis ball under the ball of your
foot, applying light pressure for a couple of
minutes. This instant massage is helpful for arch
pain, cramps and heel pain.

What’s the take-home message from the
study? Nature walks provide inexpensive and
low-risk exercise. Any natural environment
works, whether it’s a city park trail or a treelined path around your apartment building. To
reap the greatest benefit, walk as often as
possible, even for a short amount of time, and
make it social by bringing a friend.

1. Heart disease 2. Walking 3. Nature;
4. Stretching 5. Exercise 6. Wall push-up
7. Muscles 8. Well-being 9. Diabetes
10. Healthy

Being outdoors in nature is calming to most
people and taking walks in a natural
environment may be beneficial to overall
well-being. A 2014 study from England took
a closer look at group nature walks as a part
of a national activity program, Walking for
Health. Results from 1,500 walkers
indicated group nature walks were
significantly associated with lower
depression and stress, and more positive
mental well-being. The duration of the walk
had no effect.
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Let’s Stretch!
Daily Stretching Can Improve Quality of Life
According to Dr. Karl Knopf in his book Stretching for 50+, stretching helps you release muscle tension and
soreness, and it can improve posture. It also prevents muscle strains and ligament injuries. Overly tight
muscles restrict full motion in and around a joint, and this can limit everything you do, including walking. Don’t
wait to start stretching—poor flexibility is more easily restored before it becomes a chronic problem. Do you
have a daily stretch routine?

Leg Strengthening
Exercise
This exercise strengthens your thighs and
may reduce symptoms of arthritis of the
knee.
1. Sit in a sturdy chair with your back
supported by the chair. Only the balls of
your feet and your toes should rest on the
floor. Put a rolled bath towel at the edge of
the chair under thighs for support. Breathe in
slowly.
2. Breathe out and slowly extend one leg in
front of you as straight as possible, but
don’t lock your knee.
3. Flex foot to point toes toward the ceiling.
Hold position for 1 second.

4. Breathe in as you slowly lower your leg back
down.
5. Repeat 10-15 times.
6. Repeat 10-15 times with your other leg.
7. Repeat 10-15 more times with each leg.³

Wall Push-Up
1. Face a wall standing a little farther than
arm’s length away, feet should be shoulderwidth apart.
2. Lean your body forward and put your palms
flat against the wall at shoulder height and
shoulder-width apart.
3. Slowly bend your elbows and lower your
upper body towards the wall in a slow,
controlled motion. Keep your feet flat on the
floor.
4. Hold the position for 1 second.
These push-ups will strengthen your arms,
shoulder and chest.

5. Slowly push yourself back until your arms
are straight. Repeat 10-15 times.
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The Wall Slide Stretch
1. Stand against a wall so your tailbone,
shoulder blades and head are all pressed
against the wall. Hold your hands at shoulder
level with your elbows bent at 45 degrees, and
palms facing forward.

2. Slowly extend your arms up the wall,
pointing your hands up as far as they’ll
go. Take 5 to 10 seconds to reach up,
and another 5 to 10 seconds to bring
your arms back down. You’ll feel the
stretch across your chest and shoulders,
and up your back.
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